COMPUTERVAULT COLLABORATES WITH LENOVO TO DELIVER VIRTUAL
DESKTOP INFRASTRUCTURE (VDI) OFFERINGS

MARLBOROUGH, MA., August 9, 2021 – ComputerVault announced today its
collaboration with Lenovo™ to deliver an end-to-end ComputerVault™ Virtual Desktop
Infrastructure solution. Designed to provide a PC-like experience while preventing
malware and ransomware attacks, ComputerVault software and Lenovo devices offer
performance and cost reduction.
After extensive testing, ComputerVault certified Lenovo PCs and Lenovo ThinkSystem
Servers for hosting ComputerVault’s Virtual Desktop, because of their industry-leading
performance, reliability, and security.
ComputerVault Single Platform Solution uses Hyper-converged Infrastructure to
combine server and storage resources into scalable server clusters. Lenovo
ThinkSystem™ servers and ThinkPad™, ThinkBook™ and ThinkCentre™ PCs
efficiently and flexibly deliver a wide range of the most demanding workloads, including
Healthcare EMR & Clinical software, CAD software, Financial and Retail Point of Sale
applications, and Education specific modules.
“Partnering with Lenovo produces a complete software and hardware solution for the
delivery of ComputerVault Virtual Desktops. Focused on Lenovo’s commitment to the
Channel ecosystem and ComputerVault’s managed service support model we are
invested in the OneLenovo culture, a single point of customer contact and no barrier of
entry in becoming a Channel Partner,” said Marc Zarrella, Vice President, Head of
Revenue and Partnerships at ComputerVault. “The new normal of ‘work from anywhere’
is still gaining acceptance and pairing ComputerVault’s Virtual Desktop software with
Lenovo Servers and PCs, provides customers an unmatched level of confidence in
performance and service.”
Combining new solutions with Lenovo’s current offerings, ComputerVault fits seamlessly
into the One Lenovo strategy. Resulting in new opportunities for Channel Partners as
well as simplified process leveraging all groups to provide a true end-to-end experience.
“Customers are looking for simple to use, integrated solutions to manage their virtual
environments as the workforce evolves into a hybrid model of being on site and working
remote,” said Steve Biondi, North America Channel Chief, Lenovo Infrastructure
Solutions Group. “Our collaboration with ComputerVault further strengthens our
software capabilities and options available to customer and partners through Lenovo
Marketplace.”
Other features of ComputerVault software include Virtual Application Servers, Internet
of Things Edge-to-Core Management, Private Video Conferencing, Soft VoIP and Video
Streaming Servers.

To learn more, contact ComputerVault or your Lenovo representative.

About ComputerVault
ComputerVault, Inc., is headquartered in Marlborough, MA. It is a privately held
company that distributes it software worldwide, and the software license includes both
deployment of the solution and ongoing software administration by ComputerVault at no
additional cost. ComputerVault eliminates the need for software administrators.
LENOVO, THINKPAD, THINKBOOK and THINKCENTRE are trademarks of Lenovo.

